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printer icon.
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Subscription-Secured 
Credit Facility Overview

Revolving credit facility for private equity 
fund secured by capital commitments of 
creditworthy Investors.

Core principle: Lender access to expected 
source of repayment = unfunded capital 
commitments of Investors
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Target Borrower

Private Equity Fund

▪ Limited partnership

▪ Limited liability company

Creditworthy Investors

▪ Private and Government pension funds

▪ Insurance companies

▪ Universities 
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Key Benefits to Borrower

Access to Liquidity

▪ Revolving facility

Pricing advantage
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Cascading Fund Structure
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Fund Documentation

◼ Subscription Agreements

◼ Limited Partnership Agreements

◼ Side Letters

◼ Investor Letters (as the case may be)

◼ Comfort Letters (as the case may be)
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Subscription Agreements

◼ Agreement in which the Investor subscribes for an interest in the Fund and commits to fund capital 

to the Fund, as and when called by the Fund

◼ A typical Subscription Agreement contains identifying information (such as the Investor’s name and 

amount of the Capital Commitment) and typically incorporates by reference the terms of the LPA. 

◼ Funds typically use a standardized form of Subscription Agreement, with little (if any) negotiation of 

the terms.

◼ Subscription Agreements are delivered to the Lenders, with some limited exceptions (e.g. for 

confidentiality reasons w/r/t high net worth individuals and family-office vehicles).  
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Limited Partnership Agreements

◼ Limited Partnership Agreements (or the equivalent thereof, depending on legal entity form) are the 

principal organizational document reflecting the terms that the Investors have agreed to with the 

Funds.

◼ LPAs typically contain the commercial terms pursuant to which Investments will be made 

(investment period, asset class, leverage, management and other fees) and also address a host of 

regulatory, tax and other points.

◼ Of particular interest for subscription financing purposes are the “bankable provisions” (i.e.

provisions included in large part for the benefit of potential lenders) – and most LPAs now include 

robust language on which lenders can rely, although this was not historically the case.
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Bankable Provisions

◼ Lenders will generally expect and require that the following issues are specifically addressed: 

▪ Ability to incur indebtedness (subject to any debt limitations regarding e.g. amount and/or 

tenor)

▪ Ability to pledge assets in support of debt (including the uncalled capital and related rights)

▪ Ability to incur joint & several obligations and/or cross-collateralize (depending on the fund 

structure)

▪ Ability to call capital after the investment period (e.g. to repay debt regardless of when 

incurred)

▪ Ability to consent to investor transfers or withdrawals

▪ Ability to “overcall” against non-defaulting investors and cover any funding shortfalls

▪ Ability to exercise remedies against defaulting Investors

▪ Ability to demand payment without defense/counterclaim/offset (including e.g. sovereign 

immunity waiver)

▪ Ability for lenders to rely on “bankable provisions” (third party beneficiary, power of attorney 

etc.) 13



Side Letters

◼ A separate (“side”) agreement between the Fund and an Investor which supplements or amends 

the LPA with respect to that Investor.

◼ Historically, side letters weren’t widely used (e.g. only significant LPs were able to negotiate for 

specific arrangements w/r/t limited points) and so the LPA terms were quite uniform across the 

board.

◼ Currently, most larger LPs require side letters reflecting their institutional policies/preferences, 

which may significantly alters the overall LPA terms.

◼ The following are among some relatively common terms in side letters to be mindful of, which may 

impact the “bankable provisions” in the LPA and potentially impact inclusion of the relevant 

investor(s) in the borrowing base:

▪ Opting out of requirements to deliver documents or information

▪ Ability exercise certain excuse rights w/r/t specified investments/funding without consent

▪ “Most Favorite Nation” (MFN) clauses which incorporate other LPs’ side letter provisions by 

reference

▪ Other provisions which negate or weaken the “bankable provisions” (e.g. regulatory/statutory 

overrides)
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Investor Letters

◼ Investor Letters are agreements between an Investor and a Lender which establish direct 

contractual privity among them, separate and apart from any reliance/rights that a Lender might 

have under the LPA.

◼ Historically, investor letters were widely utilized in the absence of robust “bankable provisions” 

being included in the LPA

◼ Today, investor letters still have some limited applications, in particular in special 

situations/contexts (e.g. where there is significant credit, such as in a fund-of-one or heavily 

concentrated investor pools) or to address insufficient/unclear “bankable provisions”.
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Comfort Letter

◼ A Comfort Letter is typically used in situations where institutional LP’s (pension funds, insurance 

companies etc.) invest in a Fund through a “Special Purpose Vehicle” (SPV), which may only have 

limited assets, consisting of the interest in the fund

◼ The purpose of the letter is to confirms the ownership structure of the SPV and establish a link to 

the ultimate parent/creditworthy entity that the Lender underwrites.

◼ The parent entity may also be asked to provide a “keepwell” arrangement (e.g. maintain the SPV 

with sufficient capital/liquidity to fund capital calls) or in some situations a guarantee.
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In’s and Out’s of Subscription Line 
Borrowing Bases

Key Components:

▪ Eligible Investors and Eligible Commitments

▪ Advanced Rates

▪ Concentration limits, triggers and hurdles

▪ Minimum investor documentation
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Eligible Investors

▪ Included investors and designated investors

▪ Exclusion events

▪ Effect of side letters
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Included Investors and 
Designated Investors

▪ Rated included investors

▪ Non-rated included investors

▪ Designated investors

▪ Advanced rates differences 
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Eligible Commitments

▪ Concentration limits, triggers and hurdles

▪ Skin in the game

▪ Open-ended fund considerations

▪ Sovereign immunity and atypical withdrawal rights
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Exclusion Events

▪ Address credit concerns and exclude 
collateral if realization becomes 
questionable 

▪ Address current known, and potential 
future, impediments to repayment

▪ Legal credit issues
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Minimum Documentation 

▪ Lien on general intangible right to call capital 
and enforce contribution obligations 

▪ Eligible investor documentation may be held 
to higher standard

▪ Understanding purpose helps inform due 
diligence (i.e. correct LP name, complete 
signatures, LP contact information
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Credit Agreement

◼ Representations and Warranties

◼ Affirmative Covenants

◼ Negative Covenants

◼ Events of Default

◼ Remedies 
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Representations and Warranties

◼ Subscription Facilities include many representations that would be typically present in any loan 

agreement (including in e.g. a leveraged buy-out context) and a number of specific representations 

related to the nature of fund financing:

◼ Basic and customary representations relating to corporate matters (including: existence, 

authorization, execution) and enforceability of loan documents, no conflict with LPA and law.

◼ Additional customary representations relating to the business/commercial aspects of the Fund 

(including: assets/properties, payment of taxes, no violation of law, Investment Company Act, 

ERISA, Sanctions)

◼ Specific customary representations related to the fund financing structure and collateral package 

(including: LPA enforceability, amount of overall/called/uncalled capital commitments and related 

rights, ability to call capital and related rights, flow of capital contributions into/through collateral 

accounts pledged to lenders).
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Affirmative Covenants: Reporting

◼ General reporting covenants

▪ Annual audited financial statements

▪ Quarterly unaudited financial statements

▪ Regular investor reports

▪ Other communications delivered to investors

◼ Reporting relating to Capital Commitments and related rights

▪ Borrowing Base Certificate

▪ Copies of capital call notices

▪ Notices of investor defaults or other exclusion events

▪ Delivery of LPA amendments or Side Letters

▪ Delivery of documents w/r/t new investors or investor transfers 
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Affirmative Covenants

◼ Covenants relating to Capital Commitments

▪ Maintenance of uncalled capital commitments to support the borrowing base (and/or 

mandatory prepayments) 

▪ Maintenance of collateral accounts and capital contributions thereto (including any potential 

“cash control events” w/r/t accounts)

◼ Other covenants that are typically not present in a straightforward subscription facility, but may be 

negotiated in specific circumstances (e.g. towards the end of or after the expiration of the 

Investment Period) and relate to other assets of the fund (e.g. investments) which serve as 

secondary credit support (some of these are also typically present in “hybrid structures” where they 

may be coupled with a security interest on certain additional assets):

▪ Requirement to call capital with pre-set frequency

▪ Maintain a minimum “Net Asset Value” (NAV) or “Loan to Value” (LTV) ratio

▪ Maintain a minimum “Value-to-Cost” ratio

▪ Maintain a certain level of asset diversification (e.g. minimum number of assets)
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Negative Covenants: Debt and Liens

◼ Restriction against incurring additional debt not permitted under the LPA (e.g. including where 

allowed with consent of investor advisory committee).

◼ Restriction against granting additional liens on collateral, except certain permitted liens (e.g.

statutory rights of deposit bank on collateral account).

◼ Funds may structure multiple facilities benefitting from liens on collateral with lender consent (e.g.

an asset-based facility with a second lien, subject to an inter-creditor agreement)
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Negative Covenants: Distributions / 
Mandatory Prepayments 

◼ Restriction against making distributions to Investors during an Event of Default and from certain 

funds after a mandatory prepayment or “cash control event” is triggered.

▪ Exceptions may include distributions for certain purposes (e.g. payment of management fees 

or return of capital funded prior to the trigger event).

◼ A “cash control event” arises during an Event of Default and potentially during a grace period for 

specific limited Defaults, when borrowers may not access cash in the collateral account, except for 

specific purposes (e.g. repayment of loans, funding of investments and expenses).

◼ Lenders may only issue instructions to the depositary bank (where collateral account is held) 

during an Event of Default, subject to the account control agreement.
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Negative Covenants: Materially Adverse 
LPA Amendments

◼ LPA amendments should be analyzed prior to execution to determine whether they are materially 

adverse to the lenders.

◼ A “materially adverse amendment” is an amendment that (i) removes or materially reduces any 

debt limitations in the LPA, (ii) materially adversely affects the obligations of the borrower under 

the loan documents or (iii) otherwise has a “material adverse effect” on the rights of the lenders 

and/or collateral.

◼ Either the borrower or the agent determine whether or not a proposed amendment is a “materially 

adverse amendment”.

◼ Any proposed amendment that is not a “materially adverse amendment” may be executed without 

the consent of any lender.

◼ Other amendments require the approval of the administrative agent or lenders within a pre-agreed 

period of time.
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Negative Covenants: Investor Transfers, 
Withdrawals or Excuses

◼ Funds are required to provide notice of investor transfers.

◼ Non-borrowing base Investor transfers are generally permitted (e.g. subject to compliance with 

sanctions).

◼ Borrowing base investors transfers are restricted, with some exceptions (e.g. if it would not result in 

a borrowing base deficiency).

◼ Borrowers are limited in allowing investors to withdraw without lender consent (e.g. if it would result 

in a borrowing base deficiency).

◼ Investors are generally permitted to exercise their excuse rights in compliance with the LPA. 
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Events of Default

◼ Subscription Facilities have typical Event of Default triggers (subject to customary 

materiality/knowledge qualifications/thresholds and grace periods):

▪ Non-Payment

▪ Breach of Representations & Warranties

▪ Breach of Covenants

▪ Bankruptcy/Insolvency

▪ Cross-Default/Acceleration & Judgments
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Events of Default: Investor Default

◼ Cumulative Investor Funding Failure

▪ A minimum number of unaffiliated Investors with commitments aggregating a percentage (e.g. 

[15-20]%) default in funding a capital call for a period of time (e.g. [10-15] business days).

◼ Fund affiliates default in funding a capital call (typically with a shorter grace period).

◼ Separate protection from an exclusion event where any Investor’s failure to fund a capital call 

(subject to a grace period) results in an exclusion from the Borrowing Base (and may trigger a 

mandatory prepayment).
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Events of Default: Change of Control

◼ The investment manager (or an affiliate) ceases to manage the borrower, with certain exceptions 

(e.g. a third party service provider, or a replacement appointed by investors).

◼ General partner may be an affiliate of the investment manger or a third party service provider 

(subject to notice and ensuring continued liens on collateral).

◼ Key Person events generally negotiated based on the LPA, and permitted where not materially 

adverse to the lenders (e.g. replacements appointed by investors and/or continued ability to call 

capital for repayment of outstandings).
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Events of Default: Remedies

◼ After an Event of Default has occurred (after passage of any applicable grace period) and is 

continuing, the lenders have certain remedies.

◼ Acceleration (declare the facility due and demand full repayment).

◼ Charge “default interest” (typically 2% above otherwise applicable rate).

◼ Secured party rights to collateral (including potentially a right to sell).
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Events of Default: Additional Remedies

◼ If an EoD has not been cured after “standstill period” (e.g. [2-5] business days – during which the 

borrowers can call capital or take certain other steps – and additional [10-20] business days to 

complete those steps), the lenders have certain additional remedies. 

◼ Right to call capital from the investors (pro rata their capital commitments where applicable).

◼ Right to exercise related powers of the general partner (subject to the terms of the LPA).

◼ Right to apply funds received in the collateral account towards repayment of facility.
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Benefits and Limitations of 
Perfecting Liens under the UCC

▪ Nature of Collateral 

▪ What is a lien on collateral?

▪ What is attachment and what is perfection?

▪ What is not a lien on collateral but still important?
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Subscription Line Collateral = 

▪ General intangible contract rights under Fund’s 
constituent documents:

▪ Right to call for and receive capital contributions from 
investors 

▪ Remedies to enforce obligations to fund 

▪ Cash (from capital contributions) in deposit account 
pledge to secure facility obligations
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Practical Considerations

▪ UCC: Secured party takes lien subject to 
terms of the underlying agreement 
creating the contact rights. 

▪ Reason for emphasis on bankable 
provisions in the constituent documents 
(including side letters). 
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▪ Article 9 of UCC governs lien on 
general intangibles: 

▪ Creation

▪ Attachment

▪ Perfection

▪ “General Intangibles” = 
personal property that 
doesn’t fit into other 
categories and includes 
“payment intangibles” 

39
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Components of a lien

▪ Security agreement creates lien

▪ Lien attaches at creation of general 
intangible right (i.e. when the 
investor commits capital)

▪ Lien perfected by filing / Lien on 
collateral account is attaches and 
perfected upon lender “control” 
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Pros and cons of liens

▪ Advantage:

▪ Lien prevents other creditors from having 
access to the collateral. 

▪ Disadvantage: 

▪ Lien must be foreclosed – not a simple nor 
efficient process for this kind of collateral. 

▪ Liens do not always work the same way for 
atypical fund structures. 
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Other important considerations

▪ Non-UCC remedies: contractual right to 
call capital by the lenders is IMPORTANT

▪ Practical mechanism to realize on 
collateral (not “perfection”) = right of 
lenders to obligate investors to fund a 
collateral account under UCC 9-406
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Common Drivers of Cost

▪ Atypical / overly complicated fund structures (i.e. note 
purchase investors, managed accounts, cascading 
pledges)

▪ Regulatory compliance (KYC, benchmark replacement, 
erroneous payment provisions, tax)

▪ Due diligence shifting (drafting and compiling of 
certificates, lender duplication of work)

▪ Focus on non-negotiable boilerplate negotiation
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